
FLUO SPIN

The fast confocal solution
for your live imaging experiments



 Why spinning disk confocal microscopy?

Spinning disk confocal microscopy is the next step of 
confocality, using a high speed rotating pin hole disk, 
maintain the quality of a confocal microscope but in 
live mode on all the field of view at the same time. 

Necessary for very fast dynamics experiments!

 Spinning disk confocal, widefield and super resolution mode
 High power battery of LED or Laser
 Microscope upright or inverted
 Low noise, high sensitivity and fast sCMOS camera
 One software to control all devices and for advanced analysis

We provide installation, basic and advanced training on hardware and software

The FLUO SPIN is a complete confocal system integrated by technical experts
of Crisel Instruments to provide a flexible and high-end imaging setup



Hippocampal dendrite spines

Hippocampal coronal slice (60 µm 
thickness) Here an image stack of 
293 Z planes (total volume of 29.3 
µm) is shown. 

Ref.  https://crestopt.com/hippocampal-
dendritic-spines-using-spinning-disk-
microscopy/

Ventrical structure in cortical organoids

Ventrical-like structure within a cortical 
organoid of 50 days in vitro stained for 
MAP2 (in cyan), Pax6 (in red) and N-
Cadherin (in green), which are markers 
for ventricular and subventricular-like 
regions

Ref. https://crestopt.com/ventricle-like-structure-in-
human-ipsc-derived-cortical-organoid/

Application for confocal microscopy

Imaging live mammalians

Transgenic Zebrafish (4 days old) 
expressing fluorescent proteins, 
calcium sensor in the nucleus

Ref. https://crestopt.com/imaging-a-living-
zebrafish/



Confocal Fluorescence Microscopy Performances

 High speed spinning disk confocal module with low phototoxicity for life science
 High power multi-line light source (laser or LEDs)
 High QE and high speed 16-bits cameras (sCMOS, CCDs)
 Available with Upright Olympus Microscopes BX43, BX53 and BX51WI or Inverted

Olympus Microscope IX73
 Dual Microscope, consist of Upright or Inverted Microscope
 Wide range of UV, VIS and NIR objectives
 Compatible with all objectives (high NA or long working distance)
 Motorized XYZ stages with resolution of less than 50 nm
 Piezo XYZ stages with resolution of less than < 1nm
 Simultaneous acquisition on entire camera FOV
 Full access to RAW data
 NIR-optimized spinning disk module available 
 Multiple confocal pin hole sizes available (single pattern or double pattern)
 Spectral range (confocal/widefield): 400-750nm
 Software controlled bypass mode: widefield to confocal to super-resolution
 Fastest spinning disk in the market: 15.000 rpm rotation speed
 Lateral Resolution (FWHM): ~230 nm (High NA 1.4) diffraction limited
 Axial Resolution (FWHM): ~600 nm (High NA 1.4)
 Software controlled excitation, dichroic and emission filter wheels
 Field of view imaging: up to 22 mm



Need more? Customize your experiment

Microscope
inverted or upright with

Oil, water and air objectives 

Illumination
White/color LEDs or Lasers for 
excitation or photostimulation

(even NIR)

Software
Additional modulus 

analysis and 
deconvolution

Upgrade or change the standard configuration according your needs

Multi detection/splitters
Additional detection 

camera ports for FRET

Camera detection
Choose according resolution, 
noise, sensitivity and speed

Different filter sets 
According to your dyes

Microfluidic solutions
on microscope

Customize together!

Incubation and chambers 
for timelapse experiments
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